Directions for use of the IceMan CLASSIC™

1. Add ice to fill line.

2. Add cold water to fill line.

3. Place lid on device making sure the label is facing up. Secure the lid by raising the handle, which will engage the lid locking mechanism.

4. Connect cold therapy hose to cooling pad. To ensure a reliable connection, “snap” or “click” hoses together into place so that the fit is tight and snug.

5. To turn device on, insert cord into connection on the back of the device and plug power supply into the wall outlet.

Directions for use of the Wrap-On Pad

A. Place barrier on shoulder. Position wrap-on pad on shoulder with tube down. Place round flap on core of shoulder.

B. Take short strap and wrap from one side of pad under the arm. Wrap should be snug but not tight.

C. Wrap long strap under uninvolved arm and across torso as shown.

D. Secure long strap to itself to keep everything flat.

• Apply cold pad and barrier to affected area, making sure to use your prescription.
• WARNING! - When applying the cold pad, DO NOT let any part of the cold pad touch your skin.
• Always use with a barrier between your skin and the cold pad.
• Check for moisture on the barrier between your skin and cold pad.
• If moisture is present on the barrier, immediately discontinue use of this device.
• Do not use this device without a prescription from a physician.